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Abstract
The Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient are applied here to measure and graph
disproportionality in outcomes for multiseat elections held in 2017. The discussion compares
Proportional Representation (PR) in Holland (PR Gini 3.6%) with District Representation (DR)
in France (41.6%), UK (15.6%) and Northern Ireland (NI) (36.7%). In France the first
preferences of voters for political parties show from the first round in the two rounds run-off
election. In UK and NI the first preferences of voters are masked because of strategic voting
in the single round First Past the Post system. Thus the PR Gini values for UK and NI must
be treated with caution. Some statements in the voting literature hold that the Lorenz and Gini
statistics are complex to construct and calculate for voting. Instead, it appears that the
application is actually straightforward. These statistics appear to enlighten the difference
between PR and DR, and they highlight the disproportionality in the latter. Two conditions are
advised to enhance the usefulness of the statistics and the comparability of results: (1) Order
the political parties on the ratio (rather than the difference) of the share of seats to the share
of votes, (2) Use turnout as the denominator for the shares, and thus include the invalid and
wasted vote (no seats received) as a party of their own. The discussion also touches upon the
consequences of disproportionality by DR. Quite likely Brexit derives from the UK system of
DR and the discontent about (mis-) representation. Likely voting theorists from countries with
DR have a bias towards DR and they are less familiar with the better democratic qualities of
PR.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Main statistical result
The main statistical result here is in Figure 1. The data are for general elections in 2017, and
for the UK also 2015. The proposed statistic on the Gini for Proportional Representation (PR)
- or the "PR Gini" - is on the horizontal axis. Voter turnout is on the vertical axis. A higher PR
Gini indicates less proportional representation, and an expectation of such might contribute to
less motivation to vote. This paper concerns the theory on the use of the Gini for voting.
Figure 1. Scatter of PR Gini and turnout
31.2. Two conditions
The Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient are well-known for measurement and graphing of
income inequality. It is straightforward to apply these notions to other distributions. However,
some applications might require some specific attention. The following looks at voting and the
allocation of seats. It is suggested that two additional conditions seem rather sensible and
that their use would make results (better) comparable.
The Lorenz curve for income requires the ordering of the population on income. Then the
cumulated share of total income is related to the cumulated frequency share. A possible
intermediate step in calculation - also for presenting the data - is to determine classes:
counting the number of persons per class and summing the income per class.
In voting, such a class is commonly available as a party. We currently consider multiple seats
elections, such that voters from the electorate vote for political parties and such that seats are
allocated to the parties. The votes provide the frequencies. The seats would represent the
"income". For District Representation (DR) the philosophy is that candidates may stand up as
individuals, and then each such candidate may be taken as a party itself, or they might be
grouped as "independents".
Let vi be the votes shares for party i, and let si be the seat shares, for i = 1, ..., n. The
cumulated values would be Vj = v1 + ... + vj and Sj = s1 + ... + sj. Since we are looking at
shares, Sn = Vn = 1 or 100%. The Lorenz curve uses Vj on the horizontal axis and the
diagonal, and Sj on the vertical axis. The Gini coefficient measures the area from the line
connecting the Sj to the diagonal (which diagonal also has the value Vj). If Sj = Vj then there
is full proportional representation (PR). To prevent confusion with the Gini for income, this
measure for voting may be called the Gini for Proportional Representation (PR), or PR Gini
for short.
This article proposes these two conditions:
1. Order the parties from low to high according to the criterion si / vi. The value si / vi – 1 can
be called the "mismatch". A negative mismatch means underrepresentation (less seats
than expected), a zero mismatch means perfect PR, and a positive mismatch means
overrepresentation (more seats than expected). The ratio si / vi is more sensitive to
disparaties than the difference si - vi, and thus better suited for an ordering that intends to
measure inequality.
2. Use turnout as the base, which includes also the invalid votes and the wasted votes who
receive no seats. The invalid and wasted votes thus would be like a party of their own.
Common reports tend to express the vote shares as a percentage of the total for parties
who got seats. Yet it is important to include the invalid and wasted votes since the very
purpose of the exercise is to determine distribution inequality.
Potentially it may be considered to use the electorate as the base, so that the Don't Vote
(DNV) are included as a party too. This might be relevant for a study on turnout though (and
how turnout affects the proportionality of the outcome). This might be called the Electorate
Gini. Here we only look at the (now baptised) PR Gini that takes turnout as the base.
The following discussion clarifies this theory by example results for The Netherlands
(Holland), the UK, Northern Ireland and France 2017, and the UK 2015.
1.3. Seat allocation schemes
A high degree of disproportionality is not uncommon or necessarily unreasonable. The
Senate in the USA e.g. has two seats per State while they have widely differing sizes of the
electorates. The issue of proportionality arises for a House of Representatives (House of
Commons), when the objective is to give attention to the sizes of electoral groups.
4For electoral systems with district representation (DR), there is often a critierion like First Past
The Post (FPTP) that determines who receives the seat. Candidates who are not affiliated
with parties can be treated as parties by themselves or as a joint party of "independents".
For electoral systems with party-list proportional representation (PR), the seats are allocated
according to some mechanism, like Jefferson / D'Hondt / Highest Averages or Webster /
Sainte-Laguë / Highest Quotient. This already includes a notion of fair or equal distribution, so
that the application of Lorenz and Gini seems less relevant. Yet such systems still have the
wasted vote for parties that fail to meet the quota. Sometimes there are thresholds like 5% or
8% of the vote.
For proportional representation of the wasted vote W in total turnout T it would be possible to
leave seats empty. When seats are filled then the common majority of T / 2 would have to be
covered by T – W, which would imply a qualified majority of f = T / 2 / (T – W) or f = 1 / 2 / (1 –
W / T).
We might also consider that the Don't Votes might require some representation. In that case
the qualified majority would be g = E / 2 / (T – W) with E the electorate. This angle is less
realistic, but it remains useful to be aware that comparisons of PR Gini outcomes might need
to correct for turnout. Systems of DR might have lower turnout when voters have good reason
to expect that their vote will be easily wasted.
Such electoral systems for DR and PR and the mechanisms for the allocation of remainder
seats rely on notions of optimality, such that one might reason that there is no need for
comparison with another measure on inequality, like the PR Gini. In the same way, one might
reason that income is generated within some economic system with freedom and competition,
so that there might be no need for additional criteria about inequality. However, it still seems a
fair question to enquire about the effect of the method of allocation.
Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient can be used to compare the performance for a particular
legislature over time. A major comparison is also between systems, e.g. of proportional
representation (PR) and district representation (DR). The inclusion of the wasted vote is
important because of the effect of quota or thresholds as well.
There is also the notion of the allocation of power. If a party has 49.9% of the vote and the
mere technique of apportionment would generate a majority of 50.1% in the seats, then one
might wonder whether this is merely technique, and not a major decision on content. Thus,
one possible criterion is that (ruling) coalitions (combinations with a majority) within the
electorate might be preserved amongst the seats. We will not consider this, other than above
notion of qualified majority. (A simple resolution for such apportionment problems would be to
drop the one-vote-per-seat paradigm, and assign a fractional vote, say, to the seat of the
party list leader.)
1.4. Strategic vote and masked outcomes
There is the issue of strategic (UK: tactical) voting. A major effect within a system of DR is
that voters in a district may not vote for their first preference, but vote to block a candidate
who is regarded as worst. Voting outcomes in a system of DR (or for other relevant
thresholds) thus cannot be seen as first preferences, and one should try to correct for
strategy. When one has no information about strategy then the PR Lorenz and PR Gini better
be called "masked", to prevent confusion about their real meaning. ("Masked PR Gini" seems
preferable to "DR Gini".)
In a PR system there will be strategic voting too, for example w.r.t. the coalition government.
This however doesn't seem a proper reason to adjust the PR Gini coefficient. Such
considerations by voters are not caused by a disproportionality within the system, whence
there is no reason to require a correction on this.
52. Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient in the voting literature
The voting theory literature contains statements that the Lorenz curve and Gini would be
complex to calculate. This might explain why these clear and also graphically informative
notions are used so little. However, the calculation is easy and the results are very
informative.
The calculation of the Gini is straightforward. There is some advantage of using piecewise
linearity here. Each step, from one party to the next one, generates a small trapezium, with
the area h (a + b) / 2. The parallel sides a and b are the differences (on the left and right)
between the diagonal and the cumulated seat curve. The height h is in this case the
horizontal distance, given by the vote share vj of the next party, as vj = Vj – Vj - 1. Summation
of these areas gives a total A. The Gini is equal to 2A, since the whole area of the square is 1.
The key differences between Proportional Representation (PR) and District Representation
(DR) are discussed by Colignatus (2010) with a focus on didactics.
An accessible discussion on disproportionality is by Renwick (2015). It was this discussion
that caused me to order the parties by the criterion si / vi, while I had used the difference si - vi
before.
Orit Kedar, Liran Harsgor and Raz A. Sheinerman (2013) refer on their page 5 to Taagepera
and Shugart (1989) Seats and Votes. Let me reproduce the quote from the first authors
quoting the second authors:
“They note that ‘an alternative [to the measure of deviation from PR which they use] is
the Gini index of inequality, which has theoretical advantages but is more complex to
calculate’ (p. 204). They add that ‘the Gini index is the most widespread index of
inequality, and it does satisfy Dalton’s principle [of transfers]. The Gini index is useful
for many purposes other than electoral studies (where it has been little used)’
(p.263).”
The calculation however is straightforward. It must be mentioned that Kedar et al. have a
more complex analysis with districts though.
Anish Tailor and Nicolas Veron (2014) look at inequality in the European Parliament. Their
problem is that Germany has 700,000 votes per seat while Malta has 70,000 votes per seat.
They find a Gini of the UK of 6.3%, but this thus concerns another research question. If one
would look at representation by parties then the EU Parliament might be less disproportional.
Kestelman (2005) also considers measures of apportionment and proportionality, and also
refers to Taagepera and Shugart for the Gini (p14). He repeats that the Gini would be
complicated to explain and calculate. Thus, curiously:
“Fortunately highly correlated with LHI [Loosmore-Hanby Index], the Gini
Disproportionality Index (GnI) is rather complicated to explain and calculate (virtually
necessitating computerisation).” (p16)
Kestelman also suggests that Single Transferable Vote (STV) would be a proportional
method. This would tend to be correct if the nation were a single district. He might neglect that
an application to districts causes disproportionality over the whole nation, as happens in
(proposals for) the UK, see Colignatus (2017d).
Alexander Karpov (2008) gives a more analytical overview of the various measures.  He also
mentions the Gini, and then sums over the ratio of shares (si / vi) but I do not see the rationale
for this yet (and one would need a correction so that these sum to 1). The calculation above
uses the ratio only for ordering, and further uses levels with their intuitive interpretation.
Karpov’s article got a comment from Michela Chessa (2012) who points to indices on power.
Also Renwick (2015) points to the issue of power.
63. The Dutch General Election of 2017
3.1. PR with open party lists
Holland provides a useful point of reference for proportional representation.
• The Dutch electoral system uses PR open party lists, so that voters might also select
particular candidates on the party lists. In 2017 four of 150 seats were thus selected by
personal preferential vote.
• The system has the natural threshold of gaining a seat in a House of 150 seats, which
means a threshold of 0.67% of the vote. This allows easy entry of new parties - which
might appeal to economists who favour competition.
• The Dutch system officially still has 19 districts, remaining from 1917 when the country
changed from DR to PR, which districts have mainly an administrative role. Parties may
feature local candidates (and this might have an effect indeed) and voters might vote for
those but few apparently do.
Colignatus (2010) already compared Holland and the UK on an earlier election. See Van
Schendelen (1985) for Dutch conventions on "consociational democracy".
3.2. Result on Lorenz curve and Gini
Figure 2 gives the results for the Dutch General Elections of March 15 2017. The horizontal
axis gives the cumulative percentage of the popular vote. The vertical axis gives the
cumulative percentage of the seats. If there is proportional allocation of seats, then the blue
line of the seats would cover the pink diagonal.
The Dutch general elections in 2017 generated the PR Gini of 3.6%. The major impact in
Holland are the 2% of voters for small parties who got no seats. The Dutch qualified majority
is f = 50% / 98% = 51%. Some more information is by Colignatus (2017a).
Figure 2. Lorenz curve for the Dutch General Election 2017
73.3. Data on turnout
The Dutch House of Commons has 150 seats. A coalition requires 50%+1 or 76 seats. Table
1 gives the data on turnout. This highlights alternative criteria for majorities.
• A first alternative focuses on turnout. With the turnout of 81.9% actually only 120 seats
were fully taken. 27 Seats were lost to no-shows, 2 seats were lost to the dispersion of
small parties and 1 seat was lost on blank or invalid votes. With such an apportionment of
seats, it would be less easy for parties to form a coalition with 76 seats.
• A second alternative focuses on the electorate. When we divide the electorate by the
actually used votes per seat, then the House would require 187 seats, and a majority
would require 94 seats. One might still use all 150 seats but then use a qualified majority
of 94 to make decisions (like on a ruling coalition).
• A third alternative focuses on the wasted vote. More realistic would be a qualified majority
of 77 seats, to allow for the wasted vote. Instead, however, the elected parties take the 30
seats anyway and still apply the 76 seats majority rule.
Table 1. Turnout data for the Dutch General Election 2017
3.4. Selection of coalition and prime minister
A common argument for DR is that it would generate majorities directly (no "hung
Parliament") so that the selection of the ruling party and prime minister would be simple. PR is
more complex because of the frequent need to form a coalition government. During elections
parties need to emphasize their differences and after elections they need to focus on what
they can agree on, and potentially many voters might see this as inconsistent.
Currently, Dutch politicians are showing the tediousness of coalition formation. The elections
were on March 15 and this July after four months the main negotiators decided that the
bargaining process will continue after the Summer break.
The current view in Dutch Parliament is that there must be a coalition agreement that decides
on key issues for the next four years. This approach necessitates intensive bargaining within
a short time window, and this will also kill much of the political discussion in the coming years
because major issues would already have been agreed upon.
However, the selection of a coalition and prime minister within a system of PR need not be as
tedious as the Dutch politicians are making it now. Colignatus (2017b) discusses the following
notions:
8• One could agree on an agenda for discussion rather than an agenda for execution. This
would leave options open, and one can find majorities along the way, also differing
majorities for different issues.
• The Executive may be chosen to reflect the Legislative almost in the same manner as the
Legislative reflects the voters. Thus there is no real need (other than political opinion) to
exclude parties from government, and it would in fact be advantageous that parties
participate in the Executive, so that they can show their competence in governing and so
that they have less appeal for the protest vote.
• The role of the prime minister need not be one of party-politician but rather would be one
of a chairperson above party interests. The selection of this chairperson need not be part
of the bargaining process itself, and one might use more advanced voting techniques that
are impartial (except for the voting weights).
PM 1. The current Dutch coalition discussion is affected by the following phenomenon. The
former coalition was created in 2012 by Conservative-liberal VVD (41 seats) and Labour
PvdA (38 seats). Voters did not understand this coalition, since VVD and PvdA had been
opposing each other strongly during the election of 2012. In the election of 2017 VVD lost 8
seats and received 33 seats, and PvdA lost 29 seats and is left with 9 seats now. PvdA leader
Lodewijk Asscher now prefers not to take part in government, and "restore the party" (no
quote) from the opposition benches. This reasoning seems part of a political notion that one
loses seats in government and gains seats from opposition (e.g. from a protest vote). This
view is dubious. The current voters for PvdA who generated 9 seats apparently supported the
PvdA in government with VVD. For them the PvdA apparently could continue to partake in a
government coalition. Thus the PvdA disappointed a major section of its voters of 2012 by
joining an unlikely coalition and now disappoints its remaining voters of 2017 by refusing to
consider government responsibility. Curiously, the Dutch system on coalition formation has
not been able to resolve this PvdA conundrum (yet). Potentially Asscher and his PvdA have
the Summer break to think about this.
PM 2. Holland had the option for parties for electoral alliances for "list combinations", such
that the remainder seats in the Jefferson / D'Hondt allocation process were calculated on
such combined base. This option however was (curiously) abolished in 2017.
4. The UK General Elections of 2015 and 2017
4.1. District representation, one round with FPTP
The UK has district representation (DR), with one round with First Past The Post. The UK
thus tends to show disproportional results and masked outcomes due to strategic voting.
4.2. Result on Lorenz curve and Gini
Figure 3 presents the Lorenz graphs for the UK General Elections of 2015 and 2017. The
masked PR Gini coefficients are 29.7% in 2015 and 15.6% in 2017.
In  2015, 2.1% of the votes went to parties who got no seats, which is a mismatch of -1. UKIP
with 12.5% of the votes got only 0.2% of the seats, namely 1 seat for Nigel Farage. Their
mismatch is 0.2 / 12.5 – 1 = -0.988. LibDem got 7.8% of the votes but only 1.2% of the seats,
a mismatch of -0.842.
The situation in 2017 has improved mainly because UKIP no longer really participated. The
LibDem still got 7.3% of the vote and 1.8% of the seats, which is a marginal improvement. In
2017 the wasted vote was still 3.5%, and then f = 50% / 96.5% = 51.8%. A representative
majority in a full House of 650 seats then requires 337 seats, and not 325+1.
9Figure 3. Lorenz curves for the UK General Elections of 2015 and 2017
In these graphs, one may recognise the positions of the Conservatives, within each graph on
the right hand side. They had 36.4% of the votes and 50.8% of the seats in 2015, and have
42.2% of the votes and 48.8% of the seats in 2017. These percentage use turnout as the
denominator (thus including the invalid and wasted votes). If the denominator is used which
only sums votes that got seats in the House, then the Conservatives in 2017 got 43.8% of the
vote.
The votes, graphs and coefficients are inaccurate because of strategic (or tactical, in UK
parlance) voting as happens within DR. A voter in a district who favours a Conservative
candidate but sees a loss against a Labour candidate might vote for the LibDem, if there
would be a Conservative > LibDem > Labour preference ordering. There will be some
averaging out over the districts, but the votes will likely not reflect the true proportions of the
first choices.
The lecture by Butler (2014) on the British Electoral Studies (BES) is very informative, and he
correctly asks what the elections have decided. Yet I find it remarkable that the issue of DR
and its strategic vote apparently has received so little attention by UK researchers on voting. I
have not been able to find data on what the UK first preferences might be.
4.3. Data on turnout
The system of DR may also cause a lower turnout. The UK has 68.9% while Holland has
81.9%, a difference of 13%. See Table 2 for the data.
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Table 2. Turnout data for the UK General Election 2017
5. Northern Ireland in the UK General Election of 2017
5.1. NI has 18 seats of the 650 seated UK House of Commons
Within the UK House of Commons of 650 seats, there is a section with 18 seats for Northern
Ireland. This election is also DR with one round of FPTP.
After the UK general election of 2017, Prime Minister May made a coalition agreement with
the party DUP from Northern Ireland, including that DUP must respect the Brexit deal that
May will achieve (or not) with the EU. The 317 Conservative seats and the 10 seats for DUP
generate a majority of 327, just 1 above the common standard of 326.
The disproportionality in NI forms part of the UK disproportionality above. (For a
decomposition analysis, the Theil index is better suited than the Gini.)
5.2. Result on Lorenz curve and Gini
The Lorenz curve for Northern Ireland (NI) looks quite like the unequal Lorenz curve of the UK
in 2015, see Figure 4. There is a masked PR Gini of 36.7%, while Holland has an unmasked
PR Gini of 3.6. The major reason is the huge wasted vote of 32.6% of parties that lost out on
the DR system.
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Figure 4. Lorenz curve for Northern Ireland in the UK General Election 2017
5.3. Data on turnout
Turnout is also low at 65.4%. See Table 3 for the data on turnout. The data on blank or invalid
votes are preliminary. A NI seat in the UK House of Commons required only 30,410 votes
while the UK average is 47,901. At that rate NI should have 41 seats if the total electorate
should be represented. Then a majority of 50% would require 21 seats, more than there
actually are.
Table 3. Turnout data for Northern Ireland in the UK General Election 2017
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6. The French General Election of 2017
This section summarizes findings from Colignatus (2017h).
6.1. Two rounds run-off, strategic vote, majority swings
The French general election for the Legislative was held on June 11 and 18 2017.
Both UK and France have district representation (DR) with a First Past the Post rule. In the
UK this causes strategic voting, in which a voter may not vote for the candidate of first choice,
but tries to block a candidate who might win but would be worst. France has elections in two
rounds so that there is less need for such a strategy. The second round is a run-off between
the two top candidates in the district. A voter thus has the limited strategy to try to get at least
one good candidate in that position. If the candidate of first preference has little chance of
getting elected, then one might vote for a second-best who has more chance, and who might
not make it to the second round otherwise. If a second-best will be amongst the two top
candidates anyway, then one might vote for the first preference. Or one might do the latter
anyway, and see from there.
Proportional representation (PR) may allow a larger (but fairer) share of the seats for the
more extreme parties, like the party of Geert Wilders in Holland, yet PR also allows more
stability for the center. Thus PR tends to avoid the swings between extremes that might
happen in systems of district representation (DR). While the UK had Nigel Farage as a
challenger on the EU, France has Marine Le Pen.
The situation in France is also more complex because of the separate election of the
President, who appoints the Prime Minister. The different elections cause different popular
mandates, and this may be awkward when the political views do not match ("cohabitation").
The idea of separate election of the President likely derives from the need to balance the
disproportionality of DR. In France, voters were asked to vote four times in 2017 for
essentially the same issues. In general PR that selects a House that selects the Prime
Minister would be more democratic (with the criteria of PR and the obvious respect for
minority rights).
6.2. Two rounds mean two sets of data
The French system seems to make it more difficult to determine the Lorenz curve and Gini
coefficient. There are two rounds, and thus there are two sets of data to choose from.
However, the following choice suggests itself:
• The data of the first round provide the first preferences, and thus provide the votes.
• The data of both rounds provide the seats.
This choice finds support in the data. The first round had a turnout of 48.7% and 0.5 million
invalid or blank votes. In the second round, more people remained at home, with a turnout of
42.6%, while those who voted produced almost 2 million invalid or blank votes, who
apparently disproved of the available candidates or the system itself. Thus the higher turnout
and lower blanks in the first round suggest that these indeed reflect the first preferences (with
some limited level of strategy). Obviously we are not sure of this, since this would require a
system of PR, but it is the best assumption.
6.3. Result on Lorenz curve and Gini
The Lorenz curve in Figure 5 shows a rather surprising level of inequality, with a PR Gini of
41.6%. Compare the value of Holland with a PR Gini of 3.6%. If the blue line would cover the
pink diagonal then there would be full proportionality.
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Figure 5. Lorenz curve for the French General Election 2017
6.4. Data on turnout
Table 4 gives the data on turnout for the first round. The votes for “Elected in the House” is for
parties that eventually got elected in the Legislative. The votes for “Not in the House” is for a
radical leftist party that got votes in the first round but got no seat in none of the rounds.
The wasted vote for the first round consists of the invalid and blank votes and the latter “Not
in the House”, to a total of almost 3%. A standard majority would be 289 seats of a House of
577 seats. If one would keep account of the wasted vote, then one might leave seats empty,
or use a qualified majority of 298 seats, thus 9 more than usual.
When we divide the electorate by the number of votes per seat, then the Legislative would
require 1222 rather than 577 seats. A majority would require 611 seats, which is more than
the actual number of seats used. If one would want to keep account of the voters who did not
turn out, then 51.3% or 296 of the 577 seats would be empty, or one would use the 611 seats
as a qualified majority.
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Table 4. Turnout data for the French General Election 2017 (first round base)
7. Risks of disproportionality, like Brexit
7.1. The combination of DR and populism
There is a remarkable brew of populism and District Representation (DR). One might think
that countries with Proportional Representation (PR) would be most sensitive to populism, but
it are rather the countries with DR. Countries with DR appear to be much more affected, like
France, UK and USA that use First Past The Post (FPTP).
Countries with DR run the risk that the seats in the House of Commons do not reflect the
popular vote, and then they might try to repair this with a referendum, that is proportional. In
countries with PR there would be no need for referenda. The problem with referenda is that
they are subject to the voting paradoxes that are so well known in voting theory. The UK and
the 2016 Brexit referendum is a case in point.
A discussion of PR versus DR & populism is in an interview by Stavrou (2017).
7.2. The situation in France
The new French President Emmanuel Macron had the highest score in the first round of the
Presidential election of 2017, namely 24% of the vote, with runner-up Marine Le Pen with
21.3%. Macron then won the second round with 66.1% (20.7 million) against Marine Le Pen
with 33.9% (10.6 million).
Some time later for the Legislative in the first round, Macron’s party REM got 27.6% while Le
Pen's Front National (FN) got 12.9%.
Thus, for the Legislative Le Pen managed to get only 3 million votes, compared to the
potential of 10.6 million at the presidential elections.
With both rounds REM got 308 seats and FN got 8 seats in the Legislative.
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This disproportionality or political inequality doesn’t bode well for the feelings amongst the
French electorate about whether they are represented, while official ideology from
"democracy" is that they would be. The low turnout seems to reflect dissatisfaction rather than
satisfaction. Expressing one's first preference in the first round emphasizes the awareness
about this first preference, which then is frustrated in three additional election rounds. Such
dissatisfaction might also translate into a protest vote over four years, especially when
Macron doesn’t deliver.
The balance would tip, if Le Pen would manage to motivate the 10.6 million voters of the
presidential race to also support her for the Legislative. If the other parties would have a
divided vote then it would be Le Pen who would benefit from First Past The Post.
7.3. Brexit
The disproportionality in the UK may not without consequences.
• In 2015 UKIP threatened the marginal seats of the Conservatives. This likey caused
David Cameron to call the Brexit referendum of 2016. A referendum seems like a PR
correction within a DR system, but in fact a referendum is a populist measure for which
there is little need within PR.
• Now in 2017 the disproportionality in Northern Ireland seems to facilitate the Hard Brexit
that Theresa May seems to intend.
Brexit looks like a major confusion.
• Colignatus (2017e) shows that the Brexit referendum question was flawed in design.
• Colignatus (2017f) discusses preference rankings w.r.t. options for Brexit. Current UK
voters tend to respect the Brexit referendum "outcome", but they do not discount for the
fact that the Brexit referendum question was flawed in design.
In Holland, Geert Wilders had a similar percentage of the vote like UKIP, but remained rather
inconsequential, due to the system of PR. He took part in a pact of tolerance on a minority
coalition, but this collapsed, and his influence remains rather small apart from some presence
in the media.
The UK Brexit referendum of June 23 2016 generated a relatively high turnout of 72.2%, with
51.9% Leave and 48.1% Remain. The Leave vote concerned only 72.2% * 51.9% = 37.5% of
the electorate. Normally one would require a majority of 50%, like for example a 2/3 majority
of a turnout of 3/4 (as 2/3 * 3/4 = 1/2).
The voter dynamics are a bit remarkable. Of the UK vote of about 32 million there is a stable
core of only 26 million. The (surviving) non-voters at the referendum of 2016 amount to 12.3
million, of which 5 million or 41.4%, decide to vote at the general election in 2017,  while the
other 7.2 miljoen do not show up at both occasions. The 26% Leavers who do not vote at the
general election in 2017 amount to 4.4 million voters. The 15% Remainers who do not vote at
the general election in 2017 amount to 2.3 million voters. See Table 5 for these voter
dynamics in Great Britain, i.e. the UK minus Northern Ireland, and see Colignatus (2017g) for
a discussion.
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Table 5. Voter dynamics in Great Britain (UK – NI), 2016-2017
7.4. Confusions on PR
It seems to be a key problem for democracies like France, UK, USA and India (the latter two
not discussed here) that they use district representation (DR) rather than proportional
representation (PR). This problem is often increased by a separate election of the President,
which causes clashes between the two different electoral mandates. Instead it would suffice
to adopt a PR party list system, in which the voter selects the party of first choice (potentially
like in Holland also in an open list in which one can vote for a particular candidate on a list),
and that the professionals in Parliament select the prime minister, using both bargaining and
more advanced voting techniques. We may wonder why researchers on voting theory do not
generally advise the change from DR to PR.
Researchers on voting theory within a country with DR tend to do their research with the
(often tacit) assumption of DR. One consequence of DR thus may be the development of a
bias of such researchers on the supposed advantages of DR. When voting researchers have
the attitude of informing the public about outcomes of DR as if that would be the natural state
of the world, then there is little likelihood that the public is informed about its major
disadvantages. Under such conditions there is little scope for advancement to a better
democracy that uses PR.
In the English speaking world there are proposals for change from DR to PR, but there
remains a preference for some kinds of districts, which however destroys the very purpose of
PR.
• Mentioned might be Alternative Vote (AV, UK referendum of 2011) and Single
Transferable Vote (STV) as proposed by the UK Electoral Reform Society (ERS), see the
discussion in Colignatus (2010) and (2017di).
• Such proposals try to compromise between DR and PR, but this is like compromising
between circles and squares. Logic requires a choice, like there are no square-circles.
• A hidden assumption amonst these proposals is that one wants the voter to use
techniques of ranking options. Such techniques are rather complex and beriddled with
voting paradoxes related to Arrow's Impossibility Theorem, see Colignatus (2014). The
use of such techniques is better restricted to the professionals in Parliament, who have
the resources to deal with such paradoxes. For voters it suffices to give their vote to a
party, whence the resulting voting weights can be used for bargaining and voting
techniques in Parliament.
This still leaves the option to do a little bit with districts. If V are the number of votes and S the
number of seats, then q = V / S is the natural electoral quota, or the number of votes required
to cover a seat. If districts have size 2q then a candidate can be elected by passing 50% of
the vote within the district, since 50% of 2q meets the quota q. A normal maximum of V / (2q)
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= S / 2 seats might be allocated in such manner (unless votes are perfectly split on q versus
q). The remaining votes can be used to allocate seats according to the party list system to
guarantee overall PR. In such a manner one may have both districts and PR, but the key
principle of design is PR, and the notion that one might create districts of size 2q is
secondary. (In the UK one would have 325 districts of 100,000 voters, using the data on the
present turnout.)
PM. Change of the role of the President in both France and the USA would tend to require a
constitutional amendment, which might not be easy to achieve. It is an option that one keeps
the current constitution but that the President decides to adopt a cerimonial role like the UK
Queen (and perhaps the role of an Ombudsman).
8. Conclusions
Table 6 reviews the findings, and Figure 1 gives a scatter plot. The turnout statistics were
already known and the PR Gini statistics are new. There are few data yet, but it stands to
reason that a higher PR Gini would tend to contribute to a lower turnout.
Table 6. PR Gini and turnout
First preferences shown First preferences masked
Proportional representation
(open party lists)
Holland, PR Gini 3.6%,
turnout 81.9%
District representation
France, PR Gini 41.6%
and turnout 48.7%
UK 2015, Masked PR Gini 29.7%
and turnout 66.9%.
UK 2017, Masked PR Gini 15.6%
and turnout 68.9%.
Northern Ireland, Masked PR
Gini 36.7% and turnout 65.4%
Conclusions are:
1. In 2017, France (PR Gini of 41.6%), the UK (Masked 15.6%) and Northern Ireland
(Masked 36.7%) are at a problematic distance from proportional representation, e.g.
compared to Holland (3.6%). For France we have information about first preferences from
the first round, but for the UK and Northern Ireland we have no such information, and their
PR Gini values are masked because of strategic voting in DR.
2. The PR Lorenz graph is useful to show (dis-) proportionality in political representation,
and the PR Gini is a useful statistic to measure it. The graph and Gini coefficient are not
difficult to make, contrary to some statements in the voting literature.
3. Two conditions appear to be very useful for proper measurement of disproportionality and
comparability of results: (a) Order the parties on the ratio of seat share to vote share (and
not the difference), (b) Use turnout as the base, so that the invalid and wasted votes are
treated as a party of their own.
4. This paper hasn't focused on the detrimental consequences of disproportionality, yet
some phenomena have been touched upon: (a) The ability within the political system to
work together, compromise, form coalitions, and respect the opposition. (b) The possibility
for smaller parties to partake in government and responsibility. (c) The entry of new
parties and their ability to grow (i.e. political competition). (d) The idea among the
electorate whether they are represented indeed (also shown by turnout). (e) The risk of
swings to more extreme parties (with a protest vote). (f) The use of populist measures
(like the referendum on Brexit) in trying to deal with such risks.
5. Researchers on voting might show a bias on PR and DR depending upon whether they
come from countries that use PR or DR. Within voting theory there appears to be a line of
research that tries to compromise PR with districts, but this neglects logic. Logic causes
the need to choose between PR or DR, just like there is no compromise like square-
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circles. PR would be the design principle for better democracy. The PR party list system
tends to give the best PR outcome, from methods that have been tested in practice over a
century. Within such a setup it might be possible to allow for some element of districts,
but the latter then would be secondary and not be the design principle.
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